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Background:

The extinction event that occurred 65 million years ago on Earth has been associated with a meteor

impact on the Yucatan peninsula that occurred at the same time1. Some mechanisms of how a medium

sized meteor (i.e. the crater was only 180 km in diameter and the meteor only about 10 km diameter)

have been described. Unfortunately, they don't  adequately explain how such a small meteor could

create extinction around the globe.

One theory is that the impact created forest fires in the surrounding area from molten and incandescent

ejected portions of the crater, and the soot from the resulting fires blocked out the Sun creating an

extended winter. Recent modeling2 of the effect of a small nuclear war has predicted that 10 teragrams

of soot would rise into the upper troposphere. This would cool the Earth to create continuous killing

frosts in the upper latitudes for as long as 10 years and drought in the tropics. But, this degree of Sun

blotting from a localized explosion from the meteor impact would not have killed all of the plants near

the equator, even with the cooling and drought. So, this doesn't explain the complete eradication of the

dinosaurs, which would have survived near the equator and then repopulated the Earth.

Another theory is that the impact occurred in the shallow Gulf of Mexico at the time and created a

mega-tsunami that was thousands of feet high.3 . While the tsunami would have drowned any animal

along the shores of the Gulf of Mexico and Europe and Africa, the dampening effect of Mexico would

have reduced the size of the tsunami along the coast of East Asia. Not only that, but dinosaurs must

have lived at higher elevations where the tsunami would not have reached.

Another theory is that the heating of carbonate rocks and coal in the Yucatan 180 km wide crater

released enough carbon dioxide to cause global warming.4 While global warming has been touted lately

as having a deleterious effect on the environment, the conversion of some carbonates to oxides would

be any worse than the recent burning of carbon by humans. Even a rise of 5-10 °C could not kill off all

plants on the Earth. If plants survive at any latitude, the dinosaurs would have survived as well.

Hypothesis:

The extinction of the dinosaurs occurred from super-volcanoes that spued hundreds of teragrams of

soot and sulphates into the atmosphere and created a >10 year winter that killed most of the plants on

Earth. The volcanoes occurred at the antipode of the Yucatan impact by the focusing of mega

earthquake waves, which both cracked the crust and created a core plume. 

Discussion:

Anyone who has seen a hanging steel ball conservation of momentum demonstration realizes

intuitively that if a totally elastic spherical ball is impacted on one side, almost instantaneously the

momentum is transferred, without loss, to the opposite side and into the next steel ball. The energy and

momentum isn't apportioned to all of the steel balls, but all of the energy is transferred to the next ball.

If time were slowed and we could look at the the ball in detail, we would see that the impact on the

steel ball on one side doesn't instantaneously transfer energy to the antipode. The energy travels

through the steel as P-waves that reflect off the spherical inner boundary surface between the air and

the steel and the waves focus down onto the antipode at very close to the same time. The steel atoms

push out in a lobe at the antipode that pushes the next steel ball and the wave continues in the second

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicxulub_crater

2 Local Nuclear War, Global Suffering, Robock, A, and Toon, O.B., Sci.Am. Jan 2010, Vol.32 No.1 p.74

3 Ibed 1

4 Ibed 1



ball. While some wave energy remains in the first ball, most of the wave energy is transferred to the

second ball. Thus, nearly all of the wave energy is focused down to a single point at the antipode of the

impact, and this wave energy leaves the first sphere at the antipode point.

The Earth is much like a steel ball, in that the heavily compressed mantle and core are very elastic to P

and S wave travel through the interior. The Earth differs from the first impacted ball in that there isn't a

mass touching the Earth at the antipode of the meteor impact to dissipate the energy of the antipode

lobe.. The Earth also differs from steel in that the Earth has a varying index of refraction of the seismic

wave with depth into the Earth. 

P-waves through the core.  Figure 1 shows the transmission lines for P-waves (compression waves)

through the Earth from an earthquake5. The wave perpendicular lines of travel bend toward the surface.

Because of a solid to liquid transition between the mantle & the core, the waves bend toward the center

of the Earth at this interface. The result is that there is a P-wave shadow zone that extends in a ring that

is 100° O.D. and 145° I.D. These waves tend to then concentrate at a ring that is 30° from the antipode

– shown as dark blue dots at the 19 minutes after impact time. 

When the compression wave (P-wave) reaches the outer surface of the mantle (dark yellow color),

some of the energy of the wave will be dissipated in cracking the crust. The pressure peak will first

push up on the crust, and then the trough of pressure in the mantle will pull back from the crust. But,

then the rest of the energy of the wave will continue downward again in reflection back into the mantle.

The colored dots show the approximate locations for the lines of the wave from 19 minutes after

meteor impact (i.e. just before reflection, dark blue dots) out to 25 minutes (i.e. 5.5 minutes after

reflection, dark brown dots), for the wave that refracted through the core. Notice that the wave tends to

concentrate or focus, like a parabolic mirror of a telescope. After 24 minutes, the maroon dots are

concentrated to a circle of about 2000 km diameter near the core boundary. After 25 minutes, the brown

dots are concentrated in a circle of about 1000 km diameter about 1000 km into the core.

P-waves through the mantle. Figure 2 is the same as figure 1, but with the core waves removed and just

some reflections of the mantle waves shown for clarity. When the mechanical compression waves go

down into the mantle, they are refracted upward in a bending arc. Eventually, they reach the inner

surface of the crust (out surface of the mantle). At this point they will reflect from the inner surface of

Earth's sphere and the wave will again dive down into the mantle. 

The first wave to arrive at the antipode will be the wave that reflected at ~98° away from the Yucatan

impact, and then traveled through the mantle and arrived at the antipode about 1000 km deep (not

shown). The curve that reflected at the equator (90°) is shown. This arrives at the antipode at the crust

after 25 minutes of traveling. Note that this curve is on a section through the Earth, so there are many

other curves through other sections of rotation, so after 25 minutes all of the curves converge at the

antipode at a focused energy. 

Other reflections of waves are shown. For example, the wave that reflects at 56°, then reflects again at

2X56 = 112°, and then again at 3X56 = 168°. This wave arrives after ~31 minutes at a depth of ~1000

km into the mantle. Again, this arrival is as a focused wave, since all of the other waves in rotation

about the vertical axis also arrive at the same instant (i.e. 31 minutes after impact). The inner spherical

surface of the Earth acts like a parabolic reflector to concentrate the waves of compression from the

impact on a line that extends from the antipode at the crust surface down about 2000 km toward the

center of the Earth. 

A shallow wave that reflects after 4 minutes at 17°, will reflect 10 times and arrive after 40 minutes at a

depth of only ~300 km.

These converging waves will create a higher temperature along this line in the mantle and the waves

will create defects to weaken the mantle. 

5 http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/Classes/IntroQuakes/Notes/waves_and_interior.html   , “Seismic Waves and

Earth's Interior”, Charles J. Ammon, (Last updated:8/1/2001 )



Figure 1 P-wave lines of travel through a cross-section of the Earth from an earthquake or impact

              Time arrival of waves that travel through the core6

6 http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/Classes/IntroQuakes/Notes/waves_and_interior.html   



Figure 2 P-wave lines of travel through a cross-section of the Earth from an earthquake or impact

              Time arrival of waves that travel through the mantle by multiple reflection7

7 http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/Classes/IntroQuakes/Notes/waves_and_interior.html   



The net effect is that this spot will become a weakened line of mantle from the P-waves that will be

easier for the molten core to form a convective plume. This will create a mega-volcano at this antipode

spot that is exactly 180° from the impact crater.

S-wave travel.  Since S-waves travel at ~3.45 km/s and P-waves travel at ~8 km/s, the S-waves will

have lines just like figure 2, except the arrival times will be ~2.3 times the arrival times of the P-waves.

[Since S-waves don't travel through liquid, like the core is, the figure 1 doesn't apply.]

Therefore, the first S-wave to arrive at the crust surface will be after 25X2.3 = ~58 minutes. The

shallow wave that reflects at 17° intervals will arrive at 40X2.3 = ~93 minutes.

So, the line extending from the antipode at the crust downward ~2000 miles into the mantle will not

only see a focused compression wave extending over a time period from ~23 minutes to >40 minutes,

but then this same line will see a shear wave along the same line over a time period from ~53 minutes

to >80 minutes. 

The shear wave convergence may be worse that the compression wave convergence, because rocks are

weaker in shear strength than in compression strength. Regardless of which type waves does the most

damage to the mantle rocks, the damage will be as cracks in the rock extending most of the way down

into the mantle along a line extending down from the impact antipode.

Variations in the wave velocity.  The above figures assumes an isotropic Earth. In actuality, the speed of

sound in the mantle varies slightly from location to location. For example, in the mantle near the core,

the speed can vary by +/- 1.5%. So, not all of the waves of rotation about figure 2 arrive at the same

time. Some rotations may have the arrival occur 1% early and another rotational section may have the

focused wave arrive 1% late. Thus, if the Earth's half diameter is 6350 km, the waves may arrive 60 km

one way or another. So, the focusing of the impact waves won't be to a perfect line, but the damage to

the rock will occur over a rough line that twists into the Earth with ~120 km width. 

Yucatan impact crater's antipode.

The first step to find out where the mantle antipode is today of the Chicxulub meteor impact, is to find

out where the Yucatan peninsula was 65 Ma. This is not simple, because the North American continent

has moved a large distance over the past 65 million years over the mantle. To find out the velocity

vector of the Yucatan, we must first assume that the Yucatan is part of the North American continent

and moves in concert with the continent. Another assumption is that the North American continent has

not rotated and it has kept it's north-south orientation relative to the poles. For the latter, the orientation

has not changed since the Triassic (200 Ma) as shown in figure 3b. This rotational orientation was

measured using the angle of magnetization in different rocks of different ages.



Figure 3b  Dark circles showing the movement of the north pole from the Triassic (T; 248 to 206 ma) to

the Jurassic (J; 206 to 145 ma) to the cretaceous (point not shown, 145 to 65 ma) to the present day.8

For the former assumption, there are no east-west shear lines known in Mexico or the western United

States, so the Yucatan motion is tied to the motion of the entire continent this 65 M time period. The

continent has moved as one plate without major deformation. So, any motion of the Yucatan has been

about the same as any other point on the rest of the North American continent.

A good record of the motion of the North American continent is the motion of the volcanic caldera's

created by the mantle plume underneath Yellowstone park. Figure 3a shows the positions of the

caldera's and their dates as measured by the age of the lava flows. The two vectors show that between

the eruptions ~1 Mya and ~5 Mya, the plate has moved in a southwesterly direct at a velocity of 1.95

cm/yr due south and 2.58 cm/yr due west.

There is a ground motion site located in Montana called ULAB. ULAB's motion9 is shown in figure 4

and it is 0.9 cm/yr due south and 2.75 cm/yr due west. [Note that the satellite measured motion is less

than the motion over the mantle plume for the southerly direction. The reason for this difference isn't

known.] Note that the westerly motion of 2.75 cm/yr is close to the motion of the caldera's over the 2

million years. So, the calderas and the satellite measurements roughly agree.

Figure 3a also shows that the westerly motion of the continent was much higher more than 10 million

years ago. The westerly vector was 8.04 cm/yr and the southerly vector was 2.82 cm/yr. If this was the

average motion from 65 million years ago (Ma) to 10 Ma, and the continent has slowed between 10 Ma

and today, then the continent was 15.7° northward and 59.0° westward back then.

8 http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/mod/resource/view.php?id=172173  ; 

9 Website http://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/mbh/all/ULAB.html



Figure 3a10  The motion of Idaho state over a hot spot plume over the past 15 MY.

The Chicxulub Yucatan crater is at 21.4° N latitude and 89.5° W  longitude . So, the impact back then

occurred at 21.4+15.7 = 37.1° lat and 89.5-59.0 = 30.5°  long. This is far out into the Atlantic Ocean,

just past where the mid-Atlantic ridge is now. 

This estimated  impact coordinates would create an antipode at  ~37°S lat and ~150° W long (i.e. 180 –

30). This is an approximation, because the estimated impact coordinates depends on a projection of the

motion back to 10 Ma and this assumes that this same motion occurred from 65 Ma to 10 Ma. But, the

estimated motion may be high because the impact location is on the west side of the mid-Atlantic ridge.

10 From http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/46/HotspotsSRP.jpg



Figure 4 – Ground motion of Montana site ULAB , which is close to Yellowstone Park



Chicxulub Antipode hotspot under Australia 

Figure 4a shows the estimated coordinates of the Chicxulub antipode as a red dot at ~37°S lat and

~150° W long. There is no volcanic activity at the red dot. But, very close to this location is the West

Victorian Volcanic plains, shown as a green dot at ~37° S 143° W   This lava outflow is the 3rd or 4th

largest lava flow in the world , covering about 10% of Australia. The basalt plain occurred recently (i.e.

from 6 Ma up to only 7000 years ago, so the mantle plume is located very close to or under this green

dot today. 

Figure 4a11 Estimated Chicxulub Antipode location 65 Ma (red dot)

The calculation of the red dot location was based on a constant motion of the North American

11 From GoogleEarth



continent. But, the impact occurred near the time to when the mid-Atlantic ridge first started and the

Atlantic Ocean was just starting. If the motion at the start of  formation of the Atlantic Ocean was

slower than 8 cm/year, then the red dot of figure 4a will shift eastward slightly and so the green dot

location at 37° S and 143° E could be the true Chicxulub antipode location. 

The interesting thing is that 65 Ma Australia wasn't at the ~37°S lat and ~143°  long coordinates of this

volcanic plume, it was south. Figure 5 shows that the continent is currently moving NNE at a rate of

~5.9 cm/year northward and ~3.1 cm/year eastward. (based on the motion of the center called ALIC at

Alice Springs). 65 Ma , the southern coast of Australia would have been close to where the southern rift

is now between Antarctica and Australia. The continent started to move 100-80 Ma at about 4 cm/year
12. The oldest lava fields in Australia are the the southern highlands lava fields that occurred 54-30 Ma
13.

The lava fields are shown in figure 6. So, any large volcano or lava field is no longer present today

because it was most likely subducted under the leading northern coast of Australia as it moved

northward over the lava and the plume 65 -54 Ma. The reason that the lava fields follow the coastline in

an arc shape is that “the plate maintained an average velocity.. 6 cm/year .. switching from a slightly

northwesterly to a slight northeasterly direction of motion.”14. The older northwesterly motion created

the line of lava fields from Cairns to Brisbane in figure 6 and the more recent northeasterly continental

drift created the line of volcanic flows from Brisbane to Melbourne. So, the arc shaped eastern volcanic

coast of Australia (in fig.6) is undoubtedly a trail of the periodic outpouring of the mantle plume that is

near Melbourne today.

The age of the volcanic activity in Australia is shown in figure 7. The volcanic activity started before

the impact, but this was just minor flows from the subduction under the continent, since the continent

was moving northward before the impact of the Yucatan. The active volcanic activity that is tied to a

hotspot started about 54 Ma and before this was in the Coral Sea north of Australia. 

Thus, the consensus is that a hotspot in the mantle caused the line of volcanic activity down the eastern

coast of Australia from about 54 Ma to present, and that the hotspot is near Melbourne today, either just

to the west or in the Bass Strait just south of Melbourne. It fits that this hotspot could have formed 65

Ma and then was subducted under Australia ~54 Ma, finally residing where it is today at the same

coordinates as it was 65 Ma.

12 Intraplate volcanism in eastern Australia and New Zealand, R.Wally Johnson, Jan Knutsen, & S.R.Taylor, Australian

Academy of Science, p. 17

13 Intraplate volcanism in eastern Australia and New Zealand, R.Wally Johnson, Jan Knutsen, & S.R.Taylor, Australian

Academy of Science, p. 129

14 Intraplate volcanism in eastern Australia and New Zealand, R.Wally Johnson, Jan Knutsen, & S.R.Taylor, Australian

Academy of Science, p. 16



Figure 5 – Global vector velocities today of the continents, including the North American Continent 

Figure 6 The movement of the continent of Australia northward that caused a line of lava fields in a

NNW direction to Brisbane and earlier in a NNE direction to Cairns15

15 http://home.iprimus.com.au/foo7/volcmap.html#5  



Figure 7   The age of volcanic activity in Australia16 . The red arrow brackets the time of the hot spot

plume as caused by the Chicxulub meteor impact

Effects of the Chicxulub Antipode Quake in the Coral Sea 65 Ma

Tsunami

When the mechanical waves converged at the point at ~37° S & ~143° E about 1/2 hour after the

Chicxulub impact, the energy of the waves would have caused a large uplift of the crust. It is difficult

to predict how high the ocean floor would have lifted and over how many square kilometers, but the

effect on the ocean waters about is very predictable. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami is a mild

demonstration of the effect of small ocean floor volume change in Sumatra (9.2 Richter scale quake) on

the wave action on the ocean at large distances away. The seafloor uplift of a few meters was translated

into a wave in the Indian Ocean of 0.5 m height, but this small height wave got amplified many

kilometers away by the slowing of the wave near the coast, and a 30 m high wave occurred (or a 60

times amplification).

Thus, if a concentrated quake converged in the Coral Sea and lifted the floor of the ocean by, say, 500

m over a large expanse, this would create 500 m waves in the deep ocean and these waves would

concentrate at the continents that would start out 30, 000 m high (i.e. 60X500 m). Such a wave height

would gradually be reduced in height as it crossed a 1000 km wide continent, but it would effectively

drown any air breathing creature on that continent.

Winter

When the seafloor lifts at the antipode, it would have created large cracks in the crust. The quake would

have fractured and heated the mantle in the radial line from the antipode toward the Earth's center. This

16 Intraplate volcanism in eastern Australia and New Zealand, R.Wally Johnson, Jan Knutsen, & S.R.Taylor, Australian

Academy of Science, p. 16, figure 1.2.2



would have created a conduit for magma flow upward and out through the fractured crust. The lava

outflow would have been massive. It isn't visible today, because it is subduced underneath Australia,

but it easily could have been the size of the Decca traps in India. The excessive volcanism would have

poured soot and sulfur particles into the atmosphere. This could block the Sun for years, killing off

most vegetation. Without food or access to liquid water (under frozen rivers and lakes), the few

remaining dinosaurs perished, causing mass extinctions.

Other impacts in the ~ 65 Ma timeframe

There are two other volcanic events that happened in about the same time-frame. Reunion Island

volcanic chain and Ile Amsterdam volcanic chain. This is shown is figure 8 as the seamounts between

the red dotted lines for the Decca traps-Reunion chain, and the green dotted lines for the Ile Amsterdam

chain.

Figure 8  The Indian Ocean volcanic island chains17

Reunion – Deccan traps chain

The Chicxulub impact is now thought to have predated the mass extinct K-T boundary by ~0.3 M

17 Www.googlemaps.com   



years. One likely volcanic event that could have caused the K-T layer and the extinctions is the plume

that is now called Reunion Island. This plume hot spot is located at 21.1° S and 55.5° E and 65 Ma it

caused the Deccan traps that are now in India. This is known, because the plume left a trail of undersea

volcanoes between Reunion Island and India. 

The antipode of this plume is now at 21.1° N and 124.5° W. This is off the coast of Mexico in the

Pacific Ocean. Unfortunately, the Pacific seafloor moves at high speed. The velocity of Hawaii is

shown in figure 5. It is moving at about 5 cm/year to the NW. To estimate the location of the crater that

caused Reunion, in figure 9, the island chain of Hawaii was copied and pasted to make Hawaii at  21.1°

N and 124.5° W. Because of Pacific high rate of seafloor spreading, the crater was subducted under the

Aleutian Islands within the last 10 M years. So, this crater was lost to observation.

But, there may be still be signs of the impact as a tektite layer that is thicker near the Aleutian trench. 

Figure 9  Estimate of the geographic location of the impact crater that caused Reunion plume 

Ile Amsterdam chain

The volcanic island location of Ile Amsterdam is at 37.8° S and 77.6° E. Thus, this meteor impact

would have occurred at 37.8° N and 102.4° W.  This is currently at Colorado in the USA. Therefore, the

impact crater is not visible today. It occurred off the coast of California ~65 Ma, and the crater long ago

subducted underneath the continent. It is now miles below Colorado and well melted. 



Conclusion:

The Chicxulub impact crater that occurred 65 Ma created a volcanic plume at the antipode due to the

action of mechanical waves that propagated through the inner Earth and converged on the opposite side

of the Earth. The resultant massive upheaval and volcanic activity has since disappeared as subducted

under Australia, but it may have caused the climatic change  and tidal waves that resulted in the mass

extinction of the dinosaurs and other life on Earth at the time. 


